**USA PARTY SELECTS CANDIDATES**

Finance Chair Running for DSSG President

By CAITLIN MOLLISON

John Paul Patelli, chairperson of the Day Session Student Government’s Finance Committee, has announced his candidacy for DSSG president. Patelli will be running on the incumbent United Students For Action (USA) party ballot in the first contested election since 1985.

Running on the USA ticket with Patelli will be Randel S. Stubbs, co-chairperson of the DSSG Appeals Committee, for executive vice-president; Helen Laligat, a bursar in the DSSG treasurer’s office, for treasurer; Melvin Smith, for executive secretary; Clive Bert, Allison Hamilton, Paul Martin, Juan A. Martinez, Dwight McDougal, Deshawn Nelson, Melanie Richard, Dennis Varge, and Fredericka Watson, for upper council.

Patelli’s agenda if elected will include: an increased effort to promote government awareness among students; “more and bigger speakers” come to campus; an increased effort to promote student involvement in the government; more seminars and workshops; and bigger budgets for student groups.

Patelli’s ticket will run on the USA ticket because the USA is also interested in obtaining government awareness among students.
**LETTERS**

**The Touching Finishes on the Art Exhibition**

Thank you for publishing the letter about the art exhibition of the New York School of Design. Unfortunately, the piece makes a number of grave misstatements about the faculty and students at Baruch for a number of reasons that I hope to point out in this letter.

First of all, the author uses the terms "art school" and "students" interchangeably. This is misleading because the school is not an art school but a business school, and the "students" are not artists at all, but business students.

The letter goes on to say that the students "got their own money" from a grant and then exhibited the paintings. However, the students did not get their own money. The grant was to the school, and the students were paid a stipend for their work.

In conclusion, the letter is not only inaccurate but also misleading. It is important to correct these misrepresentations.

Yours sincerely,
[Signature]

**A New Approach To Portfolio Management**

To The Editor:

I have been a reader of The Ticker for some time, and I am currently a student at Baruch College. I have noticed a trend in the way we manage our portfolios. I believe there is a better way to approach this.

Currently, we focus on selecting individual stocks and buying them. However, this method does not take into account the overall health of the market or the economy. I propose a new approach: the use of index funds.

Index funds allow us to buy a share of the entire market, rather than individual stocks. This way, we can diversify our investments and reduce risk.

Furthermore, index funds are typically cheaper than actively managed funds. This means we can save on management fees and potentially earn a higher return on our investments.

I believe this approach will lead to better portfolio management and help us reach our financial goals.

Sincerely,
[Signature]
When asked their opinion of abortions, most women say they would vote against it. If the judicial system affected its decision, it would be in jail. There would be no trial at all for an abortion. As Mr. Christopher Ward's column, "Planned Parenthood vs. Common Sense," states, "... if such a thing as a United States Supreme Court existed, it would not survive a teeth issue of this kind." Ward continues, "It is time this country set up an immediate national regulatory agency to prevent this situation from occurring."

They seem to be the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. But, it is not a situation that can be resolved peacefully by any other method. The situation can only be resolved by a new national regulatory agency established by the American people. The situation can only be resolved by a new national regulatory agency established by the American people. Therefore, I hope that my statement will be taken into consideration. I do not believe that it is a logical result of the facts. If it were, then it would be impossible to reach a conclusion that is correct and beneficial for the American people. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts.

The news article states that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts.

I have no idea what the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts.

In conclusion, the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts. I do not believe that the judicial system acted this way because it was the only logical result of the facts.
Erin Go Bragh

Note Bit of Irish Blarney

The original bit of blarney originated with the Lord of Blarney Castle in Ireland. The castle, besieged by the English in medieval times, fell to the attackers and an armistice was discussed. However, the shrewd lord of the castle did not give up his old homestead to the English. Instead, he simply promised surrender. New promises replaced former promises and with sweet words and sugary flattery, the Lord of Blarney kept the commander of the English troops from taking the castle.

In England, the court joked about the English vicar who captured Blarney Castle but couldn't really take it. And Blarney became synonymous for sweet talk or eloquence that has power to persuade.

Gaelic Blessing for You in Honor of St. Patrick's Day

May the road rise with you And the wind always be at your back; And may the Lord hold you in the hollow of His hand.

Shamrock Indicates Unity

"How can the one God be three?" the ancient people of Ireland asked. And Patricius, son of Calpurnius, held up a three-leaved clover—a shamrock—and replied, "Each one of these clovers is made up of three leaves... Together, they form one plant."

Thus did Saint Patrick teach the people of God's unity. And to this day, Patrick remains the patron saint of Ireland and the shamrock, Ireland's national symbol.

Shamrock Day—March 17

The shamrock, a symbol of Saint Patrick's Day, is a native to Ireland. As you might expect, it is Ireland's national plant. Even its name comes from the Irish seamrog which means three-leaved.

Legend has it that Saint Patrick, who brought Christianity and freedom to the Emerald Isle, used the three-leaved shamrock to illustrate the Trinity to an Irish King. And with the shamrock, the snakes of Ireland were driven into the sea. Little wonder, then, that the shamrock is held in such high regard in Ireland.

On Saint Patrick's Day, Irish families search the surrounding hills for the small three-leaved plants which appear in early spring. Once found, the shamrock is worn as a remembrance throughout the day, or it is kept in a locket or hat band until the following year.

When the shamrock was first worn in the United States is a point of question, but Saint Patrick's Day has been celebrated here at least since 1737, when a group of Irish met in Boston and founded a benevolent group called the Charitable Irish Society.

Honor St. Patrick

March 17, the anniversary of the death of St. Patrick in 461, is celebrated as a national holiday in Ireland and is commemorated by the Irish the world over. The day has been observed in America since colonial days.

St. Patrick, born around 389, is the patron of Ireland and a saint of the Roman Catholic Church. According to legend, he led a romantic, adventurous life. At the age of 16, he was captured by Irish pirates who took him from Britain to Ireland and set him to tending the flocks of a chieftain in Ulster.

During the six years he spent in slavery, he underwent a spiritual transformation. Upon escaping from his master, he fled to the west coast of Ireland and boarded a ship for Britain. He had decided to devote himself to religious work and made his way to the monastery of St. Martin at Tours, France. After spending almost two decades on the continent preparing himself for his work, Pope Celestine commissioned him to work in Ireland and he returned in 433, apparently as a consecrated bishop.

Of the legends told about this popular saint, one of the best known is that he charmed the snakes of Ireland down to the seashore so they were driven into the water and drowned.

Another legend maintains that St. Patrick used the shamrock to illustrate the idea of the Trinity.

Legend or fact, our hats—green, of course, because green symbolizes Ireland's gratitude to the saint—are off to St. Patrick.
The Dark Side of Twain's Huckleberry Finn

By CHRISTINA J. TOTEXKI

Mark Twain’s view of human nature as expressed in The Adventure of Huckleberry Finn is a very pessimistic one. In his view, human nature is inherently evil. This was the case in the novel where Huck Finn is a young boy who travels with a slave named Jim and a group of outlaws. Mark Twain’s portrayal of human nature is further explored in the character of Tom Sawyer, who is portrayed as a selfish and irresponsible child. In conclusion, Mark Twain’s portrayal of human nature is a negative one and it is reflected in his works."

Money Is What They Want, According to Survey

By JACQUELINE MULHERN

The results of the 1987 Freshman Survey reveal that "Money is what they want, according to survey," and that students are more interested in financial aid than ever before. The survey found that 69 percent of the freshmen said they were interested in financial aid programs, up from 61 percent in 1986. The survey also found that 75 percent of the freshmen said they were interested in financial aid programs for graduate and professional schools, up from 71 percent in 1986. The survey was conducted by the CUNY Freshman Survey, which has been conducted annually since 1970.
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What good is a blood donor?

A blood donor is good for people being operated on. For somebody with leukemia. For barefoot kids who aren’t careful. For people into feuding and fighting. For hemophiliacs so they can be as normal as possible. For daredevils. For people undergoing dialysis while waiting for a kidney transplant. For people who fool around with guns. For little kids who manage to uncap a bottle of something poison. For people who are burned pretty bad. For people who go through windshields and red lights. For new mothers needing a transfusion. For new babies who need a complete change of blood supply. For people having open-heart surgery. For cancer patients. For people with a severe case of hepatitis. For kids who fall out of trees or whatever. For anybody any age with bleeding ulcers. For people in the wrong place at the wrong time. For the very tired with severe anemia. For people who run into things. For people who are in a lot worse shape than most people you know.

A blood donor is good for life

TUES., MARCH 22 -- 155 E. 24th St., Room 522
WED., MARCH 23 -- 360 Park Ave. So., Room 1750 ABC
THURS., MARCH 24 -- 137 E. 22nd St., 2nd Floor
9:00 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.

Give Blood

To Schedule an Appointment, Contact: Baruch College
Student Activities Center-Rm.104, 725-3057.

PUTTIN’ ON THE HITS AT BARUCH COLLEGE

DON’T BE SHY COME ON BY JUST PICK A SONG AND FOLLOW ALONG

SIGN UP FOR BARUCH’S LIP SYNC CONTEST

IN THE D.S.S.G. OFFICE ROOM 409 OR ON THE FIRST FLOOR AT THE INFORMATION DESK

In the 2nd Annual

NOW UNTIL MARCH 18 th

BE A STAR

LACK OF INFORMATION: CAUSE OF SHARPTON’S ABSENCE

By SALVATORE F. BELLUOMO

In last issue’s article and inter-
view with the Reverend Al Sharpt-
on, Sharpton stated that he was ex-
cused for speaking to Baruch College had not been for-
ished with an address for the re-
servation of the date of the meeting.

According to Alfred Odom, presi-
dent of the Black History

MARCH 25, 1988

THE TICKER

March 15, Tuesday
March 24, Thursday
March 25, Friday
March 29, Tuesday
April 1, Friday

March/April 1988

Baruch’s Athletic Director agreed to Baruch’s athletic teams in
the hopes of the Concerned Baruch
Students (CBS) party led by Peter
Stubbs. According to Stubbs,
"We would like to purchase a con-
ference."

Continued from Front Page

Candidacy

According to students, the pres-
ent government has done a good
job thus far, but the foundation of
the USA platform is improvement.
"First and foremost," he said, "I
would like to run a more efficient
government." Fasetti said, "The council
members are responsible and do
adhere to this problem, if needed, to
renew or create the government.

The motion to schedule a 
nomination meeting on Tuesdays during the alter-
nation's next annual meeting because in
difficult for government members to
conduct both council and con-
ference."
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Selecting a Life Policy

By NANNETTE GORDON

Before pursuing a life insurance policy, you should consider whether you need insurance at all. If you pay for room, board, and all the
costs of college, you will have to find some way to pay the premiums on a
policy. The most common type of life insurance is the term life policy. A
term life policy provides coverage for a specified period of time, usually for
30 years or less. The advantage of a term life policy is that it is inexpensive
when compared to other types of life insurance.

Computers in the Classroom

By JOHNNY TAYLOR

Computers have been integrated into every day life. Today, the
computer is an important tool in the classroom. Students use
them to do research and to prepare for exams. Teachers use
them to create lesson plans and to grade papers. Computers are
everywhere in the classroom.

Competition for the top

Business School

By JIMMY SMITH

The competition for top business schools is fierce. Many
students dream of attending a top business school, but only
a few are able to do so. The top business schools are the
most prestigious and have the best reputations. They attract
some of the best students in the country.

The Ticker ROOM

301F STUDENT CENTER
725-7622

The Ticker Room is the hub of student activity at Baruch Col-
lege. It is a place where students can study, meet friends,
and socialize. The room is open to all students and is
available for use by any student organization.

ARTS & FEATURES

Fighting Crime by Changing Attitudes through Education

By LINDA ZUCCHI

An FBI agent said as a youth bureau chief, "if you
have a kid who is 
not successful, there is a
crime/ethics problem in
the home.

"We try to get the child in
school, to get the
child involved in school, to
get the child interested in
school. But if the child

is in the school, he
may also be involved in
crime."

STUDENT SURVIVAL GUIDE

HELP IS ON THE WAY

By JERRY TAN

Elizabeth Toepfer is the coordinator of human resources at
Baruch. She can help you with problems you may have in
the classroom or in your personal life.

Continued from Front Page

Ex-Chair Announces

By JIMMY SMITH

Boisson said clubs need to be en-
abled to provide more
services to their
members. He said that
clubs should have more
resources to help them
operate more effectively.

Continued from Front Page
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CRUSADER FOR FREE EDUCATION

By USHA DRALE

March IS, 1911 March IS.

The Crusader for Free Education, or CUNY, is the University of New York. It is the largest urban institution in the United States, and its mission is to provide education to the people of New York City. CUNY offers a wide range of programs and services, from associate degrees to doctoral degrees. The university is committed to providing access to higher education to all students, regardless of their background or financial situation. The Crusader is a respected and well-known advocate for free education and has been a leader in the struggle for quality public education in New York City for more than a century. The Crusader has always been committed to the idea that higher education should be available to all who seek it, and they believe that education is a basic human right, no longer necessary to be provided by the state. The Crusader is dedicated to promoting higher education and to ensuring that all students have the opportunity to succeed. The Crusader is a powerful voice for the needs of students, and they play an important role in the fight for free education in New York City.
The Ticker
March 15, 1988

FEATURES
CAMPUS CAPERS

GOLD (FISH) RUSH

Fish story. The student association of the University of Kentucky, Lexington, is now engaging in a unique project to raise funds for the school. The project involves the raising of goldfish in the campus pond. The students have planted aerators to keep the water oxygenated, and they have also introduced fish food to ensure the survival of the fish. The goldfish are expected to grow to a size of 15 centimeters, and the students hope to sell them for $2 each. The proceeds will be used to fund a scholarship program.

DAVY, DAVY CROCKETED

Alludes to the choice of Davy Crockett as the Kentucky governor, according to a survey conducted last spring. According to the survey, which had been released recently, Governor Crockett was the most popular governor of all time, followed by Governor Newcomb, who had been the second most popular governor of all time.

Office of Career Services
School of Business and Public Administration

Career Cues
Check out the Placement Manual and the Electronic Bulletin Board for on-campus recruiting information.

Free Resume Service
Use the computerized resume program to organize, format, and laser print your resume. To make an appointment, come to Room 1321, 360 PAS.

Career Videos
March 15 Negotiating the Job Offer
12:45 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
Room 1304
360 Park Avenue South

March 22 Banking Today
(produced by Chemical Bank)
Interview Videos
12:45 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
Room 1304
360 Park Avenue South

Pre-recruitment Information Sessions
March 16 Governor's Office of Employee Relations
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Room 1350
360 Park Avenue South

March 21 Honeywell Inc.
(Protection Services Division)
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 1350
360 Park Avenue South

1989 Graduates
Now is the time to prepare for on-campus interviews. Students must attend three workshops (resume writing and interviewing, library, and communication) to participate in on-campus recruitment. Watch the mail for more announcements.

Baruch/CUNY
FEATURES

SUSSNA TOURING CHINA

(Continued from Page B2)

another issue and a seminar at the Asia Institute of Technology.

Sussna reveals, "We went to the Royal Orchard Hotel and the Asia Institute of Technology is really not far away, but we

wanted to stay there. We also visited the Chinese University of Hong Kong, which is on a hill overlooking the city. We also went to the Hong Kong Ocean Park, which is one of the largest indoor aquariums in the world. We had a wonderful time there."

The Sussnas are currently in the process of writing a book about their travels in Asia. They plan to publish it within the next year.

The Sussnas have a grandson, Beiarnin, who is now four years old. He is very curious about the world and often asks questions about his grandparents' travels. The Sussnas are very proud of him and hope that he will one day follow in their footsteps and travel the world as well.

The Sussnas have a daughter, Amy, who is currently working as a journalist in Singapore. She is writing an article about the importance of preserving natural wonders and the need for people to travel and learn about other cultures. She is also planning to travel to China in the near future to conduct research for her article.

The Sussnas are very proud of their grandchildren and hope that they will continue to travel and learn about the world. They believe that travel is an important part of education and that it can open up new horizons for people of all ages.

By the end of their trip in Hong Kong, the Sussnas are eager to return to China for another adventure. They have already made plans to visit the Great Wall and the Forbidden City, two of the most famous landmarks in China.

Sussna's accomplishments are manifold. He is a licensed professional planner in the United States and has recently completed an article, "Do you know anything about Hong Kong?," which will be published in the Constellation of Certified Planners. He has completed more than forty zoning assignments for various governments and has been a charter member of the American Institute of Certified Planners. He has also been a member of the New York Bar Association.

Sussna's accomplishments are manifold. He is a licensed professional planner in the United States and has recently completed an article, "Do you know anything about Hong Kong?," which will be published in the Constellation of Certified Planners. He has completed more than forty zoning assignments for various governments and has been a charter member of the American Institute of Certified Planners. He has also been a member of the New York Bar Association.

The Sussnas have two children, Alan and Amy, and a grandson, Beiarnin. The family has been married for more than thirty years and currently lives in Lawrenceville, New Jersey. They love to travel and have been to many countries around the world. They are looking forward to their next trip to China and are excited about the adventures that lie ahead.
**Foibles Funfls**

The plot does have its serious moments. At one point, the two identical twins, played by MacClaine and Romagnoli, discuss the possibility of one twin dying while the other one lives. This is a serious and touching moment in the play. The two-Twins' relationship is further explored in a scene where they are sitting on the floor, talking about their thoughts on life and death. The scene is beautifully written and the acting is excellent. Overall, Foibles is a well-written and acted play that will leave you thinking about the nature of identity and relationship.
Would You Give $50 To A Stranger?

That's what you'd be doing if you voted for the next DSSG president without finding out where the candidates want to spend your money.

The Ticker is sponsoring a PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE on April 12, 1988 at 2 p.m. in the Oak Lounge, Student Center 2nd floor

Get to know the candidates Get to know the issues

“An Informed Vote is the Best Vote!”

Peter Agro
President, Italian Society

David Herlands
Former Student Representative, Baruch College Board of Directors

Ainsley Boisson
Former Chairperson, Student Elections and Governance Committee

John Paul Patelli
Chairperson, DSSG Finance Committee

Remember:

Great Plains: love, rebellion, fighting, fellow-organ, new vision...

Nursery Rock

Great Plains - Sum Things Up

Great group of backup vocals. Ron Howdeshell has been compared to a female version of Bruce Springsteen, which is not a revelation for those that know of one. Ron Howdeshell has been compared to a female version of Bruce Springsteen, which is not a revelation for those that know of his music. The album title is a bit over-reaching, but the Actual Review

Star Trek: Next Generation, as the new series, has been met with mixed reviews. The first episode of the new series, "The Gamesters of Triskelion," was panned by most critics. The character of Captain Jean-Luc Picard, played by Patrick Stewart, was generally well-received, but the plot was薄弱. The next episode, "Derelict Docks," was more successful, with the villian being well-crafted and the story line well-executed. The third episode, "The Envelope Please," was not as strong, but still acceptable. The series seems to be getting better with each episode.

The Movie Clones

By Glen J. Spangler

Vice Versa

What do you get when you put together a headstrong, nerdy, Argentinian and a pretty, good girl and good acting? You get a charming, witty, and heartfelt film that will leave you smiling and thinking. This is the story of a teenage boy and girl who switch bodies, with hilarious and touching results.

In the film, we follow the story of a teenage boy named Nick, played by Jon Cryer, and a teenage girl named Alex, played by Reese Witherspoon. The two meet and fall for each other, but things take a surprising turn when they accidentally switch bodies.

The film is directed by David Frankel, and the screenplay is written by Mark Levin and Elan Gerringer. The cast is rounded out by a talented ensemble, including Jane Krakowski, John C. Reilly, and Sarah Jessica Parker.

The film is a heartwarming and funny story about the power of love and the importance of being true to oneself. It's a film that will appeal to audiences of all ages, and is sure to leave you with a smile on your face.

Is Star Trek Now 'Star Drek'?

By Nathaniel Kanner

Star Trek: Next Generation

This new series, "Star Trek: Next Generation," was created by Gene Roddenberry, the original creator of "Star Trek." The new series is set in the 24th century, 100 years after the events of the original series. The new series follows the adventures of a new generation of Starfleet officers, led by Captain Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart).

The new series has been met with mixed reviews. Some critics have praised the show for its updated special effects and its focus on character development, while others have criticized it for being too similar to the original series.

I think the new series has potential, and I look forward to seeing how it develops. The cast is talented, and the writing is strong. I'm hopeful that "Star Trek: Next Generation" will be as successful as its predecessor.
**ARTS**

**Weapons**
(Continued from Page B10)

several times than away, they play the shy game.

With support like "Love in an Incomprehensible" and "The Proposition," just to name a few, it's a sure bet that he'll be a hit. And just to remind you, he's got a voice like a baby's soft scream. It's the kind of thing that will make your heart melt... and then you'll have to fill your pants.

**The New York Public Library**

**NOVELISTS ROBERT FERRO AND EDMUND WALLIS READ AT DONNELLY'S LIBRARY CENTER**

Canadian-born author Robert Ferro and Edmund Wallis will read from their newly published novels at Donnelly's Library Center on Tuesday, March 31. The reading will begin at 8 p.m. in the reading tower of the Library Center, 265 W. 36th Street. Admission is free.

Robert Ferro's book, "The Air Paintings," is set in a young man's stalker with AIDS who finds salvation in his love for a woman's voice and from the emotional support of other women. The novel is a powerful story of love and loss, and the search for meaning in a world that often seems to beSetup with no hope or future.

The reading will be followed by a reception in the library's reading room. The event is sponsored by the Library Center and the New York Public Library.

**Trek**

(Continued from Page B10)

Midnight Oil Burn Brightly

Midnight Oil is one of those groups who have never been content to stay in the same place for long. Their music is always changing, always growing, and always surprising. They have been behind many of the new series' storylines, but they have never achieved the same goals of incorporating the series' characters and seeking out bold originality for the show. The originality of their music is what makes them so special, and they continue to exceed expectations with every new release. Midnight Oil's music is an inspiration to others in the industry, and they are a true force for creativity and innovation in the world of music.
**New Age of Solo Guitar**

By JIM LE MAISE

There are three musical traditions that find the apex of the unaccompanied guitar in the American West: blues, folk-country, and classical. All three styles were represented in the playing of two pianos performed on a double bill at Carnegie Hall on March 3. Les Kottke and Leo Kottke, two brothers who have been making music since the late 1960s, are known for their electrifying, virtuosic performances.

Les Kottke is the guitar virtuoso. He has been called “Best Guitarist” and “Pianist of the Year” by Guitar Player magazine’s readers. His playing is a virtuoso display of skill and technique, with a focus on the use of the bottleneck slide on the twelve-string. His style is influenced by the blues of Mississippi John Hurt and Merle Travis. It was Fahey, in particular, who can which he used especially well on the twelve-string. The Kottkes are a father-son team, with Leo Kottke playing a supporting role.

Leo Kottke is the composer. He is known for his talent for crafting intricate arrangements and complex compositions. His playing style is characterized by his use of open tunings, which allows him to create a unique sound. He is a master of the bottleneck slide and is known for his ability to play with a single finger on the guitar. His style is a mix of blues, folk, and classical music.

Both brothers are known for their ability to create complex arrangements and their use of intricate finger techniques. Their playing is characterized by their ability to create a sense of space and time, with the use of long, sustained notes and complex harmonies.

**OPPORTUNITIES UNLIMITED**

**THE ENLISTED OPTION**

**THE OFFICER OPTION**

**THE RESERVE OPTION**

**THE COAST GUARD-AN ARMED SERVICE AND MORE**

**GILVIY**

**Dress Code**

**THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION**

**PRESENTS:**

**SEX, DRUGS & ROCK‘N ROLL**

**THE LEGAL AND MANAGERIAL ISSUES FACING TODAY’S WORKFORCE**

**ATTORNEY MARTIN F. PAYSON**

**COPYRIGHT PAGE 827, COL. 4**

**THE TICKER**

**March 15, 1988**

**March 31, 1988**

**GLOBUS LOUNGE**

**6:00 - 8:00 P.M.**

**Dinner will be served.**

**All students invited**
**ARTS**

**Pat McKenna**

To the Point

Not Just a Record Company

New York University has announced that it will have the first college record company of its kind. The Music, Business and Technology Program created the company with the intention of making a business experience with a "head's up" concept. Although there are entrepreneurs available who have previously run record companies, it is not clear that this is a tangible venture. It seems the company will use a television show as well as a record company to generate interest. The company is still in the planning stage and will be launched next month. The show will feature a variety of artists and will be taped in Greenwich Village on Hojo's Place.

Casey Says Farewell

Sorry kiddos! Casey Kasem has departed from America's Top 40 and Kasem's Radio Network. Kasem retired his show due to the need for a new format. Kasem has been a part of the hit parade for over 20 years, and his departure has left a void in the music industry. Kasem's show will continue, but it is unclear who will replace him.

WLR Will Return

The new music station, WLR 90.7, stopped airing in January due to financial problems. The station has since been purchased by NYU, and it is expected to return to the airwaves soon. The new station will feature a variety of music, including rock, pop, and hip hop.

**Hojos Place**

A Greenwich Village restaurant and music venue, Hojo's Place is celebrating its 50th anniversary. The show was the first to feature live music in the Village, and it has since become a staple of the local music scene. The show will feature a variety of artists, including The Indigos, The Connotations, and The Hit Factory.

**Joe Clark and Run DMC**

During last month, the legendary rapper Run DMC performed on ABC's Late Night With David Letterman. The show took place at East Side High School, where the band has performed in the past. The performance was a success, and the band's performance was received well by the audience.

McCaffrey ends off in love with a man who could blow the outer world apart. One day a man approached McCaffrey and gave him a box of roses. McCaffrey was surprised and accepted the gift, and the two began dating. Despite the attention of New Jersey in support of Joe Clark, McCaffrey continues to focus on his music career.

**Vignettes**

(Continued from Page 31)

**BEST ACTOR:**
Michael Douglas (Wall Street) - even
Robin Williams (Good Morning, Vietnam) - 7-5
Jack Nicholson (Terms of Endearment) - 3-1
Marriott Marquis (Dark-Eyes) - 5
William Hurt (Broadcast) - 10-1

**BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS:**
Sissy Spacek (Coal Miner's Daughter) - 7-5
Bette Midler (Hannah and Her Sisters) - 3-1
Glenn Close (Fatal Attraction) - 5-1
Meryl Streep (Broadcast) - 10-1

**BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR:**
Tom Hanks (Coal Miner's Daughter) - 7-5
Myers (Terms of Endearment) - 5-1
John Lithgow (Broadcast) - 3-1
Glenn Close (Fatal Attraction) - 5-1
Leland Orser (Broadcast) - 7-5

**BEST DIRECTOR:**
Steven Spielberg (Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade) - 5-1
Norman Jewison (Coal Miner's Daughter) - 7-5
John Huston (Hannah and Her Sisters) - 3-1
Glenn Close (Fatal Attraction) - 5-1
Leland Orser (Broadcast) - 7-5

**BEST ACTRESS:**
Glenn Close (Fatal Attraction) - 7-5
Bette Midler (Hannah and Her Sisters) - 5-1
Holly Hunter (Broadcast) - 3-1
Meryl Streep (Broadcast) - 10-1

**BEST EDITOR:**
Bill Butler (Broadcast) - 7-5
John Sperling (Broadcast) - 5-1
Glenn Close (Fatal Attraction) - 7-5
Leland Orser (Broadcast) - 7-5

**BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY:**
Michael Chapman (Broadcast) - 7-5
Tomasz Storke (Broadcast) - 5-1
Glenn Close (Fatal Attraction) - 7-5
Leland Orser (Broadcast) - 7-5

**BEST MUSIC:**
Bill Butler (Broadcast) - 7-5
John Sperling (Broadcast) - 5-1
Glenn Close (Fatal Attraction) - 7-5
Leland Orser (Broadcast) - 7-5

**BEST ORIGINAL SONG:**
"The Will to Survive," from the film "Broadcast"

**BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY:**
"Broadcast," written by Steven Zaillian and based on the 1988 novel by the same name

**BEST ADAPTED SCREENPLAY:**
"Broadcast," based on the 1988 novel by the same name

**BEST ACADEMY AWARD CEREMONY:**
To be held in Los Angeles on March 15, 1988

**HAS A PROBLEM?**

EVEry TUESDAY

AN ATTORNEY IS AVAILABLE ONCE A WEEK FOR FREE!!

FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL DSSG AT:
725-3377/78 Rm. 409 Student Center
ATTORNEY'S HOURS: 3:15 to 8:15 PM

*APPOINTMENTS MUST BE MADE* * 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE *
Co-Sponsored by DSSG & ESSA
Strong Volleyball Team Threatens the CUNY Conference

By MICKEY KRAMER

One of Baruch's most exciting and successful teams is volleyball. In five years, the team has won over 100 games, and during this season they have been rankled by our team. Mauricio Correa, our coach, is a dedicated man to the sport of volleyball. He is a coach and a mentor. With a record of eight and four, Baruch has been hitting the ball down in the other side of the net so the other team can't reach it.

Baruch is led by four-year veteran and captain, Stanley Barbot, and Victor "The Wise Old Man" Pajares, who's been playing for over twenty years. Coach Correa said, "I'm very proud of my girls." said Missy Kramer, the cheerleading captain. "Now maybe people will take us seriously as a team."

The team has competed in the CUNY volleyball tournament for several years. This year, Baruch competes in the CUNY cheerleading competition at City College. The first day of competition was on Wednesday, February 15. Baruch was up against Staten Island, CCNY, and others. There were two days of competition: Wednesday and Friday. On the first day, Baruch finished first with an overall score of a 7-0, which was considered to be a good score. On Friday, February 18, Baruch won the CUNY cheerleading competition at City College. The trophy is encased in glass and sits on a pedestal.

Baruch has one of the best volleyball teams in the country, and they are competitors; now they are winners. For all volleyball fans, it will be a great experience. The girls worked very hard for this award, especially during the season of March 23 against Yeshiva and March 25 against Maritime. For all you sports fans, it will be a great experience. The girls worked very hard for this award, especially during the season of March 23 against Yeshiva and March 25 against Maritime. For all you sports fans, it will be a great experience.
AS THE FLAME DIES OUT, THE LIGHT IN SOME STILL SHINES

BY MATT AUBRY

During the last two weeks of February, the XV Winter Olympics were held in Calgary, Alberta, Canada, an area of much natural beauty, provided a scenic backdrop for a series of rigid competitions. These events, ranging from ski ballet to four-man bobsleighing, drew millions of spectators, expecting to see the best athletes in the world compete. Those crowds, as well as the millions tuning in on television, were not disappointed. The show put on by these superb athletes was not one soon to be forgotten.

One of the major attractions of games such as these is the focus on the competitors' personalities as well as their athletic skills. The XV Winter Games were no exception. As we watched the athletes out there giving their all we felt a certain closeness with them. Millions of Americans were diligently watching the high-strung Debi Thomas as if she were a relative, knowing what the gold meant to her. Just as many hearts sank when the lovely Californians fell short of her goal. It added something special to the whole event to be able to like and respect the people behind the athlete was, their needs, drives, ambitions. Speaking of hearts, many were shattered by such presences as the handsome, Diana Italian skier Alberto Tomba, or the beautiful East German primadonna figure skater Katarina Witt, as they both produced gold medal performances.

Excitement ran rampant through these Olympics. There were such spectacular events as the seven triples, breathtakingly executed by the little bundle of Japanese energy Midori Ito, who captured our hearts but no medals. Then we had the valiant trials from "sentimental" favorites like the humorous Eddie "The Eagle" Edwards, who had the whole United Kingdom behind him in ski jumping, and the Jamaican bobsledding team who had the rest of the world backing them. There were also stunning upsets to add to the thrills. Such was the charismatic Elizabeth Marley, as she joyfully stole the silver medal away from Debi Thomas, and Pirmin Zurbriggen whose expected five medals in Alpine skiing melted down to one. An interesting observance of the '88 games is the upsurge in popularity of the relatively new demonstration sports. Events such as curling and ski ballet, which are trying to gain admittance into the next Olympics, were all the rage this year. One former demonstration sport, the Luge, which was included in the competition this year, was quite successful and was much enjoyed by the spectators. It would be a welcome treat to see some of these "demonstration sports" surface at the 1992 Olympics.

A disappointing note on these winter Olympics was the United States' team's poor performance. The United States, formerly a front runner in the medal race, was sadly lacking this year. Our only victories came when Brian Boitano nosed out Canada's Brian Orser on technical points for the men's figure skating gold, and Bonnie Blair bested everyone else in the women's 500 meter speed skating. It seemed as if fate was somehow against the United States as one by one our athletes fell prey to defeat. The "favorites" from America, for example, Dan Jansen, who made such a courageous effort in speed skating and Debi Thomas in figure skating gave way to apparent pressure and crumbled.

The overall performance by the United States was so shockingly poor that now a committee, headed by Yankee-owner George Steinbrenner, has been established to investigate the cause for this failure. There is much doubt as to whether the committee will accomplish anything. It just seemed that 1988 was not the United States' year for the Winter Olympics. Not to worry though, we're still got the summer.

UNITED STATES HIGHLIGHTS IN THE OLYMPICS

1. Brian Boitano, scoring high on technical points, edges out Brian Orser (Canada) for the gold in men's figure skating.

2. Bonnie Blair, in world record time, beats Christa Rothenburg (East Germany) by .02 of a second to take the gold in the women's 300 meter speed skating.

3. Eric Flaim, trying to vindicate the United States' earlier losses, gets the silver in men's 1500 meter speed skating.

4. Bonnie Blair, going for two in a row, comes up a little short and gets the bronze in the women's 1,000 meters.

5. Debi Thomas, after suffering a few stumbles in the long competition of women's figure skating, comes back gamely to clinch the bronze.

6. In pairs figure skating, Jill Watson and Peter Oppegard fight off stiff competition to retain 3rd place and the bronze.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medal Standings*</th>
<th>Gold</th>
<th>Silver</th>
<th>Bronze</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Countries not listed did not receive any medals.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Those countries not listed did not receive any medals.